
MAKING TOOLS 
FOR BIG GAMES

Michiel van der Leeuw 
Technical Director

Background movie ‘“Black Beach” by Deru - Outliers, Vol. I: Iceland (used with permission)

- Michiel van der Leeuw
- I am Technical Director at a game studio called Guerrilla
- We’re based in Amsterdam, in Europe
- We are a medium-sized studio of about 300 developers
- We are known from the Killzone series of games, and most recently Horizon Zero Dawn
- We make our own technology and call our engine Decima
- And as we’re part of Sony and share our engine with Kojima Productions, so we’ve got a special bond with Japan

- We were not always a 300-man studio
- I’d like to talk about problems we faced when our projects get bigger and tools we develop to combat this growth.
- ⇝ CLICK ⇜
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2.5D Graphics 256 Colors Paddle Controls

3D Accelerator Isometric Shading Open World Streaming

TECH ENABLES THE GAME

- There is fundamental shift going on in the games industry when it comes to the role of technology.
- Technology often defined a game, the first games with:

- 2.5D graphics,
- Isometrics shading
- Open World Streaming

- Defined those games. They could not exist without and nobody had done something like it before
- Technology was empowering game design.

- ⇝ CLICK ⇜
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Deferred Lighting Simulated Entities Cinematic Graphics

Sticky Physics Online RPG Story Telling

TECH IS A FEATURE

- Later, game design became less limited by technology
- For a lot of games technology was hugely important, and a showcase
- But tech became a feature, or an improvement of the game
- It could be:

- An advanced rendering feature
- Use of physics in a way not done before
- Taking a genre to a new place

- Technology supported games as features.

- As games got larger… ⇝ CLICK ⇜
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UnrealEd Zbrush 3DS Max

UbiArt Unity CryEngine

TECH SUPPORTS CREATION - TOOLS

- More focus on creation of the game
- Games got more fancy editors
- Studios got “Tech and Tools” teams, later on “Tools”
- Tools so important, when you buy latest version of Unreal on Unity, are you buying the Toolset or the Engine?
- These tools have got super good! If you compare the latest version of Unreal with QuakeEd, we’ve come a long way.

- They’re so important, that nowadays. ⇝ CLICK ⇜



TECH ENABLES CREATION AT SCALE 

- More technology is spent on creation at scale.
- It’s no longer just about creation
- But about creating many of them.
- Or managing the quality and production process of the game.

- And that’s because… ⇝ CLICK ⇜

- Credits to 🙏  Angelo Pesce 🙏  for inspiration for this slide. He held a presentation on a similar topic on, see:  http://c0de517e.blogspot.com/2019/06/the-value-of-pixels-presentation-
slides.html I blantantly stole his slide about 30% through (with permission).
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(OUR) GAMES ARE GETTING BIGGER
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- …our games are getting bigger.
- Here are some statistics I gathered from our own experience.
- Games we’ve released in last 15 years on the PlayStation home console.

- ⇝ CLICK ⇜
- As you can see, ⇝ CLICK ⇜ amount of developers has grown significantly over the years
- Over these thirteen years time, we’ve grown almost five times in size.
- And we’ve been growing more ever since.

- That also means… ⇝ CLICK ⇜
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(OUR) GAMES ARE GETTING BIGGER
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- …that we’ve written a lot more code over the years.
- Graph show source code files for these same games.
- Apparently, code grows relatively linearly with the amount of developers.

- But… ⇝ CLICK ⇜
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(OUR) GAMES ARE GETTING BIGGER
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Final game size

- the size of the final game, the disc size, grows much faster.

- ⇝ CLICK ⇜
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(OUR) GAMES ARE GETTING BIGGER
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Asset file count - Textures, Sounds, etc.

- And the total amount content files grows even faster.
- With a larger team, more overhead and more communication, our content output would grow sub-linearly.
- But it doesn’t, it grows almost exponentially.
- Due to hardware, tools and workflows have made sure our games now have:

- more minutes of movies
- more features
- more complexity

- than just the growth in team-size would explain.
- Talk is about things we’ve done to support this growth in complexity and size.

- ⇝ CLICK ⇜
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TAKEAWAYS
» Reducing time wasted in-between applications 

• Robust check-in to source control 

• Efficient bug report creation 

• Efficient reviews 

» Game overview and monitoring game health 
• Uses for World Map 

• Detailed Production Telemetry 

» Making big games feel small 
• Fine granularity, de-duplicated, centralised storage 

- First, some simple time-savers.
- Tools to reduce time wasted in-between applications (mundane work, not creative, easily make mistakes).
- Look at source control check-in process, and bug reporting.

- Second, Game Health, about giving an overview of your game.
- Usages of our World Map, and detailed Asset Telemetry to monitor our game.
- These tools give you confidence to make iterations until later in development.

- Lastly, back to time-saving, to make a big game feel small again, by:
- Finer granularity changes, de-duplicating and moving to one server.
- All developers play from one server, and what that means for productivity.

- Hopefully, you can implement some of these ideas and tools in your own projects.

- ⇝ CLICK ⇜



TIME WASTED IN-BETWEEN APPS

- A lot of time is spent on working with different applications.
- A lot of daily artist workflow consists of things like:

- Picking up a bug from a bug-tracking application.
- Finding the files mentioned in a task.
- Checking in content using a Source Control Tool.
- Creating a screenshot and attaching it to a mail.
- And so on, and so on.

- This is what we call… ⇝ CLICK ⇜



TWILIGHT 
ZONE 

OF 

PRODUCTIVITY

- …the “Twilight Zone” of productivity.

- You’re somewhere in-between the Game, the Bug Tracker, and Perforce, maybe some Excel or e-mail.

- None of it adds anything to the game, but you may break something in the process.


- Often, you’re transferring a tiny bit of information, a filename or a changelist number, to some other place.

- People are not good at this.

- It takes them too long to do.

- And they mess things up.

- If one of these workflows is in a web browser, there’s Twitter and Facebook along the way to catch your attention.

- So we focused on a place where we could save double-time.. ⇝ CLICK ⇜



CHECK-IN VALIDATION AND AUTOMATION

- Check-in validation and automation.
- When checking in code or content, we spend a lot of time in between

- Perforce to check in
- JIRA to close our bugs
- Build webpages to see how exactly we broke the build

- We can spend less time in that process.
- And we can spend less time by not breaking the frigging build.
-⇝ CLICK ⇜
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- As the game gets bigger and the team gets larger, you expect builds to take longer and to be broken more often.
- We’ve had that in the past, but we feel we’re winning now.

- If you look at this period of three weeks in 2015. ⇝ CLICK ⇜
- Made 36 full content builds a day, 80% of them “blessed” or fully successful.
- Now if you compare that to the same period a few weeks ago…
-⇝ CLICK ⇜ 

- …we now make 76 builds per day, and 89% of them are successful.

- That’s a lot less wasted time for people breaking the build, waiting for a successfull build. ⇝ CLICK ⇜
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PERFORCE CHECK-IN
Build often breaks due to 
» Not understanding how Perforce works, at all 
» Files in wrong changelist 
» Forgot to add file 
» Links to objects that don’t exist 
» Forgot to compile after changes from code review 

Missing/Incorrect information 
» Forgot to add bug number to checkin comment  
» Forgot to update JIRA after committing bug fix  
» Forgot to add changelist reviewer

- …us working on how people check into Perforce…
- A lot of build breakages are not complex or intricate.
- Users just find Perforce to be too technical and make mistakes because of that.
- They put their files in the wrong changelist.
- Forget to add files, and so on.
- Coders do make small changes during peer review and then forget to compile the code before they check in.

- If people don’t break the build, they often forget to add relevant information.
- Bug number they were fixing, closing the bug itself, adding reviewers of the change.

-⇝ CLICK ⇜
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- So this is what we used to give to artists (pretend it’s artists always break the build)

- Not big fans of dialogs like this (technical, cryptical, not in Dark Mode)

- And they’re right. This is a front-end to a database, not a workflow.

- This is what we give them now.
-⇝ CLICK ⇜
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- Replaces the default checkin dialog of Perforce, and works more like a standard checklist.
- It’s got Dark Mode, which solves that half of the problem.

- Fill in the ⇝ CLICK ⇜ Category, Summary, Description and reviewers here. ⇝ CLICK ⇜
- Can’t miss anything.
- Everything that can autocompletes, and is searchable (spend less time looking up names or categories).
- The bottom part of the dialog shows the familiar list of files, but also new additions…
- …like a list of bugs…

- …and a “Changelist Validation” ⇝ CLICK ⇜ notice that seems to be red.
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- Let’s click that button

- ⇝ CLICK ⇜
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- A window pops up.. We see a number of things that are wrong with this changelist.⇝ CLICK ⇜
- A simple parse error in the file (corrupt). ⇝ CLICK ⇜
- A Perforce-related error. (file was added to the changelist, but locally deleted)
- We catch all common errors, and present human-readable messages.

- We also show ⇝ CLICK ⇜ simple content errors.
- In this case linking to a file that has been deleted. (used to break build at least once or twice a day).

- And for coders ⇝ CLICK ⇜ forgetting to compile code after it was changed.

- ⇝ CLICK ⇜ we suggest the most logical and simple fix that people could want (revert, add to changelist, etc).

- ⇝ CLICK ⇜
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- There “Build Status” at the bottom whether this is good time to check in. ⇝ CLICK ⇜
- Connects to our build system and show the status of our main builds for code and content.

- It’s grand, it’s a perfect time to check in.
- When any build is broken, it will change to orange or red.

- People can still check in, but discourages getting a pile-up of bugs.
- People often, do the right thing and help out by not checking in on top of a broken build.
- We do have a few notorious build breakers (me!)…
- …but when you make it easy for people to do the right thing…
- …they are more likely to.

- ⇝ CLICK ⇜
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- At the bottom ⇝ CLICK ⇜ we can search for a bug
- And we find the checkmark to claim fixed

- ⇝ CLICK ⇜
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- Then we ask for QA assistance to test it and set the resolution time for bookkeeping.

- On submit, the changelist will be added to the bug, for QA department to knows in which build to verify the fix.

- ⇝ CLICK ⇜
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- And we’re done!
- We’ve spent zero time in a bugtracking application.
- Much less build breakages.
- Happier users
- Better information in JIRA about bugs being fixed

- As we’re on the subject of bugs, let’s talk about 

- ⇝ CLICK ⇜



BUG REPORTING AND FIXING

Bug reporting and fixing…

⇝ CLICK ⇜
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BUG REPORTING AND FIXING - PAST
Reporting 
» Make screenshot 
» Create bug in JIRA 
» Fill in fields, name, location, description, etc. 

Fixing 
» Load up correct files in editor  
» Find position in world where bug happened 
» Fix bug as described

- Another area in the twilight zone between applications is in bug reporting and fixing.
- Previously, reporting a bug involved creating a bug in JIRA…
- …making a screenshot and attaching it to the bug report…
- …filling in fields about the level, description, etc.…

- When fixing the bug, you tried to replicate the same conditions…
- Load up the correct files, find spot in world, fix bug.
- “Finding the position” was often more difficult than it sounds.

- To improve that… ⇝ CLICK ⇜
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NEW IN-GAME BUG REPORTING
Streamlined reporting 
» In-game UI 
» Directly talks to JIRA 
» Automatic fields: Level, 3D Location, etc. 
» Screenshot 
» Live video stream 

User adds 
» Title 
» Comments 
» Annotation circles (simple circles, etc.)

- In-game bug reporting UI.
- Game talk directly to JIRA.
- Push of a button game pauses and bug UI pops up.
- User only has to fill in bug title and summary, rest is done by the game itself.
- Possible to add simple annotations to a screenshot.
- Pointing things out is easier than describing it with text.
- Supports live streaming (game always streams to streaming server) 

- Bug links to that frame recording where the bug was reported (full context for fixers/QA).

- Take a look ⇝ CLICK ⇜



- This is a test level where the character runs around.
- With a button the “Create Issue” window pops up
- Game goes into pause mode
- The user enters a Summary line and Description
- And adds an annotation by pressing the button
- If it wasn’t already abundantly clear, he marks the pot that is floating in mid-air
- The user hits the “Create Issue” button
- And that’s it, the bug is created!

⇝ CLICK ⇜



- And this is what the bug looks like in JIRA.

- ⇝ CLICK ⇜



- All the relevant fields are filled in. ⇝ CLICK ⇜
- A screenshot is attached ⇝ CLICK ⇜
- (wait for movie)

- And then there’s this “Open in Editor” button ⇝ CLICK ⇜



- In this link field hides a URL, which will start up the editor and bring us to the location of the bug.

- ⇝ CLICK ⇜ 
- The editor starts up and the“Work” panel appears (communicates with JIRA - show current work)
- Our new bug is at the top of the list
- Once loaded we take the pot, move it into place, bug fixed.
- Completely believable demonstration of how easy it is to fix any bug at Guerrilla.
- This new workflow completely removes wasted time in creating the bug and finding the bug.
- No time spent in bugtracking application… It’s not rocket science, but works really well.

- Move on to more technical, ⇝ CLICK ⇜
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- The last thing I wanted to show, is far into production but not rolled.
- It’s the Review Tool.
- Reviews drive the creative process by giving direction, by adjusting course, by setting new goals.
- There’s also a lot of Twilight Zone in between video players, file shares, JIRA tasks, and so on.
- There is much time lost and lots to improve.
- We must give credit 🦴  Naughty Dog 🦴  for so much inspiration (we stole all our best ideas from them 🙏  🙏 )
- The review tools manages videos of cutscenes, gameplay or assets.

- Here on the left ⇝ CLICK ⇜ you see a list of reviews for this particular asset.

- And on the right  ⇝ CLICK ⇜ you have a list of all the Bugs and Tasks.

- When we play the video, ⇝ CLICK ⇜ we have the usual timeline controls, scrubbing, frame-stepping.
- If you look at the timeline, there are marks.

- ⇝ CLICK ⇜
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- Red marks indicate bugs logged against this movie.
- And green marks indicate Tasks.

- ⇝ CLICK ⇜
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- When you see something wrong…
- You can use the marker icon on the bottom-right corner and mark an area in the frame.
- And add a description and hit submit.
- This will add it to the feedback notes from the review.
- These notes can later be turned into bugs and tasks by the project manager.
- They link back to the review and the original video, with a direct hyperlink to the frame in the movie where the tasks was logged. 
⇝ CLICK ⇜
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- Later, when work has been done on the content, you can watch different revisions of an asset side-by-side.
- This makes it easy to see if work was done and judge the result.
- A lot of the overhead of reviewing work is removed by this process.
- No time is lost in between applications.

- The only downside may be, that we make it easier to generate more work for ourselves.
- But that makes the games better, so that’s ok.

- Which brings us to…

- ⇝ CLICK ⇜



GAME HEALTH

- …Game Health.
- I mean collecting data about your game to determine what state it is in.

- As our games got bigger, we found ourselves investing more in tools related to game health. 

- ⇝ CLICK ⇜
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GAME HEALTH
Lack of Game Health information leads to

Monitoring Game Health is very high-level Profiling

Less Iterations Incorrect Changes Heavy Crunch

- Not knowing the health has negative effects.
- In the past, we would stop iterating early on our Release branch (could not oversee changes, played safe)
- Also, we often made the wrong changes.

- Performance got worse, or we were focusing on the wrong area of the game.
- Perception bias, people think their problem is most important, or entire game is in this state.
- Games are too large and change quickly -> no overview.

- That is a driver for crunch. 
- Not knowing means more problems blow up in your face, with no time left in the schedule to fix them.

- Not saying I have the answer for crunch, but this may help at least.

⇝ CLICK ⇜
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- So, let’s talk about the first point. That not knowing game health leads to less iterations.
- Our goal is to allow for more iterations, at the place where they matter most, with less stress.

- To illustrate that, this graph shows ⇝ CLICK ⇜ the last four weeks of Killzone 2 until we hit Gold Master.
- As you can see, we didn’t do a lot.
- Our build process was a batch file, operated by myself.
- Very little control over the health of our game.
- Team of over 120 people available, but not adding to the game.
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- By Killzone 3 our studio was more mature.
- We had some tools to measure the health of our game.
- The amount of changes went up, until a few weeks before the deadline when we had to slow down.
- We felt more confident and more people were adding stuff to the game.
- Now, by the time we made Killzone Shadow Fall, 

⇝ CLICK ⇜
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- …we had a pretty good set of tools to measure our game’s health.
- We had automated tests and collected all sorts of data about the game.
- By Horizon Zero Dawn, our last game…

⇝ CLICK ⇜
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- we had pretty much no friends left at QA.
- Whiiiich is actually not true (pretty good at communicating our changes and traditionally low bug counts).
- We didn’t plan for this, there were too many bugs in Horizon (making an Open World game for first time).
- Not saying this is good, but I am very happy we had the confidence and knowledge to make these changes.
- It made the game better and probably directly affected our metacritic.
- Which brings us to…

⇝ CLICK ⇜
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GAME HEALTH TELEMETRY
Production Telemetry 
» Same system we use after launch 
» Gathers low-frequency data, every second 
» Player positions, memory, CPU & GPU stats 
» Stored in Amazon Redshift database 

AutoBot Telemetry 
» Automated tests running on PS4 DevKits 
» List of all textures, meshes, etc. at 100’s of locations 
» Screenshots and movies 
» Stored in local Cassandra instance

- …Telemetry to monitor the health of our game.
- We use two sorts of Telemetry.
- First one is the same as after the game is released.

- This gives us low-frequency data on memory load, performance, player position, crashes, assertions, etc.
- Always gathered by every player, developer, or automated test runner.
- Put into Amazon Redshift in the cloud.

- We also have AutoBot, our automated test runner.
- Runs on a farm of DevKits and teleports to hundreds of places around the world.
- It takes screenshots and saves lists of loaded textures, meshes, sounds and so on.
- Put into a local Cassandra cluster.

- ⇝ CLICK ⇜  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OTHER DEVELOPMENT DATA
JIRA Issue Tracking 
» Contains both Bugs and Tasks 
» Tagged with world coordinates 
» Screenshots, video streams 
» Planning, dependencies, historical information 

Game Content 
» Source content, in ‘uncooked’ form

- We also use other development data to measure game health.
- One is the JIRA Issue Tracking server.

- Contains both Bugs and Tasks, work that is scheduled.
- Tagged with coordinates, images and videos as you just saw.
- It also contains planning data, unscheduled work, or just status.

- And Game Content.
- Cross-referenced by Telemetry and JIRA by UUID of content.
- Issues can link to Game Content (less time spent looking for content to fix)
- Game Content can link to the Tasks and Bugs assigned to that content in JIRA.

- Created different ways to visualize this data to give us overview of the health of our game.

- This first of this is… ⇝ CLICK ⇜
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WORLD MAP
Giant Image Viewer 
» 32K x 32K image of the world 

Different Types of data overlays 
» Sampled Telemetry 
» AutoBot collected data 
» Game Assets - roads, encounters, etc. 
» World data - baked height, sedimentation, etc. 
» Lighting - indirect lighting, baked GI

- …the World Map.
- A lot of data is best understood visually, in 2D.
- Never had a map before we made an Open World game, difficult to live without one now.
- A giant 32.000 by 32.000 pixel image of our world, made by the same process that creates our in-game map.
- Started as a way to visualise game assets in a natural way.
- Visualising things like Quests, Roads and Encounters to give artists context when making changes.
- That had some use-cases, it wasn’t a great success.
- Plotting telemetry on it was a success, as is showing raw world maps, which I’ll show later.
- Let’s take a look. 

- ⇝ CLICK ⇜



- This is our world map in our own editor.
- You can pan and zoom around it at pretty interactive rates.
- I turn on a performance heat map, showing the CPU performance according to telemetry samples.
- Disclaimer that the map doesn’t quite align with the data.

- Overlaid telemetry from a new game over the map of and old game, can’t show the map of the new game.
- It looks very over budget as we’re in full production.
- The toolbar at the top allows us to select…

- ⇝ CLICK ⇜



- The time range for the telemetry samples to display. ⇝ CLICK ⇜
- The platform and build configuration. ⇝ CLICK ⇜
- And the value to measure. ⇝ CLICK ⇜
- Let’s change that to GPU performance. Which is equally over budget, but maybe a little less in certain areas.
- A quick look at Heap Memory and Asset Memory, which seem universally green or straight in the yellow.
- With many people playing the game, the heat map will update every day.
- When shipping Horizon, every week we had performance meetings and see red become orange, then green.
- So far this has only been telemetry we catch from normal run-throughs. Now let’s look at the Autobot data.

- ⇝ CLICK ⇜



- Here are the CPU Performance samples taken by AutoBot.
- The latest screenshot for each sample point is shown in a thumbnail on the map.
- The colored glow from the images indicate the state (red for over budget, green for within).
- Hover over one to get very high-level overview of the performance at that point

- You can double-click to get more details on the sample, but more on that later.

- ⇝ CLICK ⇜



- We can also show data from game content on the map.
- This is the amount of Ridgewood we have in Horizon.
- We have a lot of Ridgewood (unless you need to craft fire arrows).
- All of these overlays have different sources

- The heat maps come from Telemetry
- Performance samples come from AutoBot
- And we also have views that display JIRA bugs, or crashes from the crash report server.

- None of this information is new, we all had it somewhere.
- Mapping it like this gives overview. Our games get bigger, but it doesn’t feel that way due to maps like this.

- ⇝ CLICK ⇜



- What we realised after Horizon shipped is that mapping 2D helps finding bugs and understanding the world.
- A lot of data on the world is inherently 2D.
- Data from baking processing like WorldMachine.
- Or from our indirect lighting pipeline.
- We were hunting for bugs in a 3D world that could’ve been trivially spotted if we had visualized it in 2D.
- Started to use the World Map as a debug tool, a giant image viewer for our 2D data.

- ⇝ CLICK ⇜
- I can head to the toolbar and select any of the maps that are viewable.

- For example this normal map of the world…⇝ CLICK ⇜



- …or this erosion map.
- This shows the output of our erosion simulation.
- We would normally never debug this data, as we had no way to visualize the thousands of different images.
- There is nothing wrong with this normal map.

- ⇝ CLICK ⇜



- But this water flow map.
- Which shows the 2D direction in which water flows.

- ⇝ CLICK ⇜
- Show some really weird currents, circular ones.
- We can correlate that with the in-game map and see there’s nothing that explains this.
- It was indeed a bug in the water simulator.
- Users on the internet found it, thought it was some magic place where robots got spawned, but it was just a bug that we missed.

- ⇝ CLICK ⇜



- This is our “Sky Visibility” map, an important map used by indirect lighting to calculate sky color intensity.
- When we visualized this, a number of lighting bugs we’d seen before but could not explain, made sense.
- Some tiles show discontinuities in sky contribution, which shows up as darkening or brightening in the game. 

- ⇝ CLICK ⇜
- These tiles hadn’t been re-baked in a while, sometimes intentional, sometimes bugs we missed. ⇝ CLICK ⇜
- However, this stuff over here. ⇝ CLICK ⇜
- Was a bug in placement, which caused some 64-by-64 meter sub-tiles to be rendered with partial vegetation.
- This showed up as random brightening in dense woody areas. Unfortunately, we shipped with it.

- ⇝ CLICK ⇜



- So, mapping data in 2D and visualising it gives us overview.
- That helps us make big games feel small again.
- You can find incidental bugs.
- It allows you parse a lot of information in a very short time.
- But, it doesn’t give you historical data, or make it easy to spot trends.
- It’s not good for drilling down deep.
- For that we made specific tools.

- ⇝ CLICK ⇜
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IN-EDITOR ANALYTICS VIEWER
In-editor Analytics Dashboards 
» Data-driven queries and reports 
» All sources - Telemetry, AutoBot, JIRA, Assets 
» Built on our own UI framework 

Rich display and output options 
» Graphs 
» Tables  
» Screenshots 
» Diff between points in time 
» Output to .csv, json or xml

- We were never quite pleased with what off-the-shelf analytics solutions had to offer.
- We tried Tableau for telemetry and a homebrew ASP.net solution for AutoBot.
- It worked, but we couldn’t make rich UI’s with it.
- So we made a data-driven query and reporting tool that could pull from all the data sources just mentioned.
- It uses our own, rich, UI framework and is integrated in the Editor that people use every day.
- It shows graphs, tables, screenshots and do advanced things, like diffing between two points in time.
- It’s very tailored to games (people who run out of memory, and have performance problems).

- Let’s look at what we’ve done with it. ⇝ CLICK ⇜



- This is our Performance Telemetry from Autobot.
- Every time Autobot runs, creates a performance measurement, screenshot and memory analysis

- ⇝ CLICK ⇜ ⇝ CLICK ⇜ ⇝ CLICK ⇜ ⇝ CLICK ⇜
- Time on X (one month) and CPU Time, GPU Time, Primitives and Triangles on Y. ⇝ CLICK ⇜
- Hovering shows screenshots, like flipbook
- Tooltip shows detailed numbers.
- GPU measurements are split by rendering pass, (forward, deferred, etc.)
- You can zoom in and out of graphs.
- And you can also place markers

- ⇝ CLICK ⇜



- Placed a marker “A” near high CPU time.

- ⇝ CLICK ⇜
- The tooltip now shows the perf difference.
- This makes it easier to find out what caused the performance to go up, or down.
- In this case, the Game Logic category took a massive nosedive between marker “A” and the current position.
- We removed a debug entity here that was slowing down this part of the game.
- Somebody made an entity that could print text, and each letter was also an entity. (we had a lot of entities).

- ⇝ CLICK ⇜



- We’ll set another marker in the GPU frame here and look at why the time went up.
- Apparently something went wrong with the lighting pass

- ⇝ CLICK ⇜



- Looking at the details below we can see there is no increase in primitives over this period of time.
- But the triangle count has gone up in a few big spikes.
- We can hover over the data points to find the changelist that caused the spike.

- This led us to two Zbrush mockup meshes that were checked in and forced visible.
- This historical information gives us insight into trends, into how much was rendering.
- Often the fix is then easy.

- With memory this is more difficult, just knowing the total memory size doesn’t help find the cause easily.
- Therefor, for memory, we have a different dashboard.

- ⇝ CLICK ⇜



- This is the memory dashboard…
- There are more familiar graphs and screenshots.

- But the graphs are not performance, but Asset Memory ⇝ CLICK ⇜ of all the loaded assets.

- And Heap Memory usage ⇝ CLICK ⇜
- You can hover over the graphs and see the total memory consumption divided into memory categories.
- You can set a marker again, and compare memory size.

- ⇝ CLICK ⇜



- At the bottom are the memory details of the current snapshot.

- ⇝ CLICK ⇜
- Tables contain names, sizes and other primary properties of resources.
- Often tens of thousands of them.
- Data is retrieved within seconds and interactively inspectable.
- It is stored de-duplicated (otherwise too huge, and doesn’t change too frequently).
- This allows us to display a complete list of assets for any point in time.

- ⇝ CLICK ⇜



- This is a list of physics meshes

- ⇝ CLICK ⇜
- With triangle counts and shape types.

- ⇝ CLICK ⇜



- These are textures.

- ⇝ CLICK ⇜
- With sizes, pixel format, mipmap count, and so on.

- ⇝ CLICK ⇜



- And shaders

- ⇝ CLICK ⇜
- Again, with properties like instruction count, bound textures, UV sets, and so on.
- The information is detailed, and often for tens of thousands of resources, for every snapshot.

- ⇝ CLICK ⇜
- And you can interact with it easily by searching and sorting.
- It makes it super easy to find expensive content.

- ⇝ CLICK ⇜



- Now, such detailed data is super cool.
- But it gets even better when you compare them.
- In this movie I just set two markers, “A” and “B”.
- And we can compare these two.

- ⇝ CLICK ⇜



- Here we’ve shown the “Texture Difference” tab
- This analyses the two snapshots and displays only the differences in memory load, per resource.
- Green means “smaller”, Red means “bigger”.

- ⇝ CLICK ⇜
- You can see a texture that has gotten 1024 pixels smaller, and saved 1.3 MB ⇝ CLICK ⇜
- And this one that got 2048 pixels bigger and cost 8 MB ⇝ CLICK ⇜
- And this one that changed compressed pixel format from BC7 to BC5U, but stayed the same size.

- ⇝ CLICK ⇜



- ⇝ CLICK ⇜ 
- Here’s one that changed from BC1 to BC7, and doubled the memory size.



- Health-monitoring telemetry and 2D maps give you wide overview.
- Data drilling help you identify individual pieces of content that were broken.

- Help you predict where your game is likely to go over budget and help prevent that.
- If the game does break it helps identify where it went wrong, and speed up the fix.
- That gives us confidence, especially in the backend when memory and performance are most important.

- Which brings us to the last main subject that I want to talk about today.

- ⇝ CLICK ⇜



DATA PIPELINE

- It’s the Data Pipeline.
- Basically, all the bits we move around between Source Control, to developers, to the target machine, etc.

- ⇝ CLICK ⇜
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DATA PIPELINE
Our Data Pipeline has always cost us much time 
» Syncing assets from Perforce 
» Converting assets to binary form 
» Saving binary assets to disk 
» Compacting binary data into pack files 
» Loading binary assets into game 

As we got better at all these things… 
» …our content kept getting bigger!

- I am mad about Data Pipelines.
- Not because they’re great and they always work.
- But because they’re super interesting and always need improvement.
- As game developers, we work with big sets of data, and they’re always getting bigger.
- And we always end up waiting for data to be copied, synced, validated, etc.
- There is lots of wasted time to be won.

- One key source for slowness in the Data Pipeline is…

- ⇝ CLICK ⇜
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DUPLICATION

- …Duplication
- As most of our data is a duplicate of something else.
- We duplicate assets between developer machines.
- They all have very similar versions of the game on their local SSD.
- Often games duplicate assets inside packfiles on the disk for faster loading.

- ⇝ CLICK ⇜
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LOCAL CHANGES VS. GAME SIZE
Local Changes vs. Source Assets 
» Local Changes maybe 50 files, 150 MB on a good day? 
» 1 - 2 TB of Source Assets to produce 50 GB game 

Changes in Package vs. Uploaded Data 
» Changes between builds, maybe 500 MB? 
» .pkg files uploaded to QA - X SKUs x 50 GB 

Most data is duplicate 
» Developers have copies of the same files 
» Constantly moving clones around

- A developer maybe only has a few hundred megabytes of local changes, in a few dozen files.
- But they have more than a Terrabyte of data on disk, to produce a 50 GB game.
- When we make a package file, we often change only a few hundred MB.
- But we produce multiple SKUs of 50 GB each.
- And then we upload these.
- The amount of data duplication and amplification is staggering.
- We hardly put anything new into all of the data we have…
- You could say we have very low…

- ⇝ CLICK ⇜
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en•tro•py (ˈɛntrəpɪ)
n, pl -pies

1. (General Physics) a thermodynamic quantity that changes in a reversible process by a
n amount equal to the heat absorbed 
or emitted divided by the thermodynamic temperature. It is measured in joules per kelvin.
Symbol: S See also law of thermodynamics
2. (General Physics) a statistical measure of the disorder of a closed system expressed 
by S = k log P + c 
where P is the probability that a particular state of the system exists, k is the Boltzmann 
constant, and c is another constant
3. lack of pattern or organization; disorder
4. (Communications & Information) a measure of the efficiency of a system, such as a 
code or language, in transmitting or storing information

- …entropy in our data.
- There is very little information in it..
- A large source of wasted time is spent on moving identical bits of data around the network.
- Storing them on developers’ machines.
- And that’s about 99% of the data we use.

- We’ve been working on reversing the growth of assets over the last few years.
- More-and-more, we rely on three things: 

- ⇝ CLICK ⇜
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FINER 
GRANULARITY
» .pkg -> ‘PackFile’ -> File -> Object -> Property
» No more ‘packfiles’ (‘.wad’ and so on) files

- First of all, we try to work at the finest granularity possible.
- Iterations can happen at any level, from package files, content files, to objects or properties.
- Iterations are always fastest when done at the finest level.
- We stopped doing ‘packfiles’ files on Horizon, we only bundle data together when we make a disc.
- We focus on dealing with the fact that everything is finely granular, and optimize for it.
- For example, on Horizon, we loaded about 30.000 files when going into a level.
- Made our own virtual file system on the disk, so the OS never saw them.
- We do this to increase the amount of iterations we can do.
- All changes are to very small files, they are quick to compile and to hot-load.

- A second pattern that emerged was…⇝ CLICK ⇜
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REMOVE 
ALL 
DUPLICATES

- …removal of all duplicates.
- We just mentioned that moving duplicate data around is the root of many inefficiencies.
- We also don’t have space on the disc to store duplicates anymore.
- So we don’t do packfiles with duplicate data on disk.
- Also avoid making duplicates, by not copying duplicate data to developers’ machines anymore…

We do this by ⇝ CLICK ⇜
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CENTRALIZE 
EVERYTHING
» Rely on 10Gb network (~1.0 GiB / sec)
» In-memory storage
» SSD maybe 100K IOPS
» Memory over 100M IOPS

- …Centralizing Everything (or at least, a lot)
- Which makes sense, if you remove all duplicates, you have only one central place to store everything.
- We rely on the network more and more.
- Currently, we have 10 Gb network to each developer’s machine, which we stress really hard.
- On the network, in our central store, we use memory to store data.

- Because disks and file systems don’t deal very well with the fine granularity that we work with.
- Fast SSDs can do hundreds of thousands of operations per second
- But memory can do many millions.

- ⇝ CLICK ⇜



GLOBAL STORE

- What you end up with is a very large amount of tiny
- Unique
- Pieces of data
- Stored in a central location

- And that’s what we call our…
- Global Store
(matrix)

- ⇝ CLICK ⇜
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GLOBAL STORE
Global Key/Value store used to 
» Store binary game-ready content 
» Cache shader and code compiler output 
» Wave/Texture encoding caches 
» etc. etc. 

Motivation: Frustration 
» Built out of frustration, dedicated SMB, NFS file share hardware was too slow 
» “ContentCacheServer.cpp” (646 LOC, in April 2015) 
» ~180x faster than $50.000 OpenSolaris hardware

- It’s a key/value server that has large amounts of data in memory and is accessible as a simple get/put protocol.
- It started as a caching server, to store binary, converted game content.
- But we started using it for other caches and global data.
- It was built out of frustration, because we invested a lot of money into centralized network storage.
- We tried Windows running Samba, Linux running Apache, and dedicated OpenSolaris hardware.
- All of these servers showed performance issues when used by more than a hundred developers.
- So in an angry weekend during crunch, I wrote a simple get/put server in 646 Lines of Code.
- This outperformed the dedicated hardware 180x in a test that we did back then.
- This change the way we looked at network storage, away from file servers, to key/value stores.

- ⇝ CLICK ⇜
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GLOBAL STORE
Server Machine 
» 18-core CPU 
» 768 GB memory 
» 80 Gb network 
» 16 TB SSD  

High-performance C++ app 
» Win64 app, I/O completion ports, DMA to network 
» Normal performance: ~4.5 GiB/s with ~100K request/s at <5% CPU load 
» Stress test: ~22M small requests/s at 70% CPU load

- The server code had two re-writes, and the server it runs on is much heavier.
- It currently has 768 GB of memory and 80 Gb of network.
- It still implements a similar simple get/put protocol.
- It still runs on Windows, is heavily optimized with I/O completion ports and DMA to access the network.
- Usually, it easily serves a 100.000 requests and 4GB of data per second without using a lot of CPU power.
- You should see this not as a big file server, but more as a giant hash map on the network.
- 768 GB of memory is enough to keep the entire game in memory, but also everybody’s local changes to it.
- And if we can do 22M requests/s to it, it will be faster than your local SSD.

- ⇝ CLICK ⇜
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LOADING GAME IN DEVELOPMENT
Old situation 
» Cache binary game assets on local SSD 
» First run takes 1 to 15 minutes for caching 
» About 30.000 files loaded on startup 
» Large OS overhead from file I/O 

Difficult to optimize 
» Lots of open/read/close syscalls 
» Managing local SSD cache for binary assets 
» Overhead of caching on first run

- What we used to do when running the game, is cache the binary data from the server to the local SSD.
- Was done on the first run after a sync and could take 1-15 mins, depending on the changes.
- That data would be read from the SSD and then be sent over the network to the PS4, or loaded into the PC’s memory.
- This was sub-optimal it’s hard to optimize well.
- We were wasting a lot of time by moving duplicate data around the office.
- So what we now do instead.

- ⇝ CLICK ⇜
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GLOBAL STORE STREAMING
New situation 
» All ~300 developers run directly from Global Store 
» Nothing cached locally, no local I/O 
» One binary blob (key/value) per file 
» Batched requests (100’s of ‘gets’ in one request) 

Performance 
» Removed initial 1 to 15 minute caching phase 
» About 10-20% faster loading on average 
» Global Store below 5% CPU load

- Is completely remove the caching of local binary data.
- Each developer now runs directly against the Global Store.
- Local changes are never stored on disk, but are uploaded to the Global Store during conversion
- Most developers have the same binary data as everybody else on the team.
- We de-duplicate all that data, and store it into memory on the Global Store.
- This is also much easier to optimise, as there are fewer moving parts.
- You can send a request for hundreds of files in a single TCP/IP packet, avoiding any File System overhead.
- The overhead of caching data on first start-up is removed.
- And we no longer need to manage a local content cache.

- ⇝ CLICK ⇜



- Some graphs from the Global Store on an average day. ⇝ CLICK ⇜
- People come in at around 8:00 and start to play the game or boot up the editor. ⇝ CLICK ⇜ 
- Around six in the evening people start going home, around nine it’s quiet at the office. ⇝ CLICK ⇜
- We average at 1.5 to 4.5 GB/s, with 10K to 100K requests per second and less than 5% CPU load.
- A single server can easily handle 300 developers without breaking a sweat.
- This includes every game they play on PS4, on PC and when they load the game in the editor.
- This is super cool, but now that everybody’s binary assets are in one place, there’s more we can do..

- ⇝ CLICK ⇜
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PLAY GAME FROM IDENTIFIER
Play anyone’s version of the game by sharing a unique string-based identifier

As everybody’s content and executables are in the Global Store 
You can identify that each version and put a string-based id on it. 

Which you can share by mail, Slack, attach to a bug etc.

Game hash Global Store Play Game

- That is playing the game from an identifier that identifies a unique version. (our case a hash)
- Blizzard and Naughty Dog do this as well, probably some other too.
- …because everybody’s binary assets are in the Global Store, including executables from the build machines.
- You can make a digest data file that identifies the unique version you’re playing.
- This data file you can then store into the Global Store itself.
- Anyone on the team can use that small file to play exactly the same version without needing to sync or have anything locally.
- This makes reviews much easier, you can share a prototype with you game director, or boot up a stable version in a meeting room without syncing. 

This greatly reduces time spent in preparing versions for reviews.
- Which is all from my talk about what we use in production. Time for some…

- ⇝ CLICK ⇜
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REDUCE TIME LOST ‘IN BETWEEN APPLICATIONS’

MAKE LARGE GAMES FEEL LIGHT AGAIN

CREATE OVERVIEW TO AID DECISIONS AND ANALYSIS

IN SUMMARY

- …conclusions.
- I sometimes hear people “we can’t keep on making games like this”. And that’s why we don’t.
- We keep on making tools to make richer, higher quality games possible.

- We do this by removing mundane work, especially in the gaps in between applications. ⇝ CLICK ⇜
- By giving the right overview so we make the right decisions. ⇝ CLICK ⇜
- And by making our ever-growing games feel light as a feather again. ⇝ CLICK ⇜

- I hope our experiences are an inspiration to you and you can find ways to use them on your own projects.

- ⇝ CLICK ⇜



THANK YOU! 
QUESTIONS?

michiel@guerrilla-games.com

Background movie ‘“Black Beach” by Deru - Outliers, Vol. I: Iceland (used with permission)

We’re hiring 
https://www.guerrilla-games.com/join

mailto:michiel@guerrilla-games.com
https://www.guerrilla-games.com/join

